
Fantasy Alive Errata 

For version 11.0 
 

Bladeturn spell: can no longer be used on natural 
weapons repped with red boffers as these are to 
represent, (in some cases multiple), body parts 
that’s primary function is not a weapon.  This 
includes players fist boffers. 
 
Dispel Spell: does not completely dispel any spell 
of 5th level or higher.  Instead, the target spell, if 
5th or higher level, is suppressed for 5 minutes as 
if it encountered an Anti-magic zone. 
 
Adamantine armor: is no longer immune to acid 
damage.  Instead it is immune to the permanent 
AP damage that acid does to other armor types. 
 
Red vs Black boffers:  red boffers now represent 
“soft” natural weapons like fists and teeth.  These 
weapons cannot block and therefore take damage 
when struck as if the player has been struck. 
Black boffers now represent “Hard” natural 
weapons and can block as if they were any other 
weapon. 
 
Fighting Gloves:  fighting gloves must now be 
repped by either a black fist boffer or an approved 
gauntlet rep.  They can block as if they are a 
weapon however they also now take the Corrode, 
Shatter and Bladeturn effects as normal.  Cannot 
be disarmed. 
 
Magic zone reps:  all magical zones/wards are 
visible to players and Cast members to avoid 
meta-game issues. 
 
Carts:   will be temporarily removed from the 
luxuries list. 

Bastard Weapons:  will be moved into their 
respective 2h weapon category and are no 
longer considered an exotic weapon.  A new 
3SP skill “Knights Grip” will be added that 
allows bastard weapons to be wielded one 
handed. All characters with the Exotic 
<Bastard Weapon> skill as of the August 
2019 event will have their associated skills 
changed over to their 2h Weapon equivalent 
and the new skill Knight’s Grip added their 
sheet at no SP cost. All future skill purchases 
will act normally. 
 
Skill Prerequisites:  a player can learn a skill 
if they have alternate ways of regularly 
accessing a skill’s pre-reqs, such as an item of 
Ogre Strength or the Fury skill in place of an 
Exceptional Strength requirement.  (a potion 
would not count as regular access) to use such 
skills the player must meet the pre-req at the 
time of the skill’s use as well. 

 


